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FULL BODY ORIGINAL

	
FULL BODY PRO



	
How It Helps
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Your shopping cart is empty

Add something to make me happy :)

Shop now















Free shipping on orders over 250USD +


FREE SHIPPING UNLOCKED






0USD

250USD











Free Shipping












I have a
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	Subtotal:	
	Discount:	
	Gift card:	
	Total:	





Express payment methods














We will use your address provided in PayPal. The delivery fee will also be calculated based on this address.




Checkout
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BEGIN YOUR WELLNESS JOURNEY
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Full Body PRO

Massage set

Mat + Pillow + Mini + Big Bag



$465
$372






recommended

-20%




Lavender & Lavender

	


	


	


	


	


	




	


	


	


	


	







This is the easiest way to store your Pranamat ECO flat to extend it’s life even beyond the 5-year warranty. It’s the smartest investment. 


Add to cart

Read more
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Full Body Original

Massage set

Mat + Pillow + Mini



$390
$332






bestseller

-15%




Lavender & Lavender

	


	


	


	


	


	




	


	


	


	


	







This unique and patented Massage Set is proven effective in clinical trials. Full body massage from head to toe. 


Add to cart

Read more
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Basic

Massage set

Mat + Pillow



$285
$243






-15%




Lavender & Lavender

	


	


	


	


	


	




	


	


	


	


	







The original, industry-leading acupressure massage set. 


Add to cart

Read more
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Loveheart Full Body Massage Set

 

Mat + Loveheart Pillow + Mini



$390
$293






-25%




Lavender & Lavender

	


	


	


	




	







Mat + Pillow + Mini: This unique and patented Massage Set is proven effective in clinical trials. Full body massage from head to toe. 


Add to cart

Read more
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Make sure it’s your perfect match




	I NEED... 	
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BASIC

MASSAGE SET

Mat + Pillow
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FULL BODY ORIGINAL

MASSAGE SET

Mat + Pillow + Mini




	Relief from stiffness and pain in my head and neck.	


	



	Back massage on-demand for tension and stress relief.	


	



	Energy-giving and wellness-balancing leg and foot massage.	
	



	Full Body Massage for maximum therapeutic effect.	
	



	Easy travel with a smaller Pranamat ECO Mat.	
	



	5-year Warranty	


	














5 REASONS TO CHOOSE PRANAMAT ECO
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Happy Back


93%

Reported significant or total relief from back pain 
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Clear Head


80%

of study participants reported disappearance or significant alleviation of headaches
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Sound sleep


100%

of clients noticed a reduction of fatigue and low energy
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Light Legs


90%

of people say that regular massage improves circulation, breaking the numbness-pain cycle.
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Toned skin


90%

agree that the appearance of cellulite is reduced over time.


























Read more
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Everybody loves Pranamat ECO







I had difficulties sleeping due to muscle tension.using pranamat significantly reduced the tension and considerably improved my sleep. Highly recommended

Fatemeh























I just love my Pranamat. My friend from work told me about the Pranamat a couple years ago to help her with chronic pain. She brought it into work, and so I tried it, and I instantly fell in love. I have scoliosis which causes frequent lower back pain and so I use my Pranamat turtle every day. I put it on the back of my couch, and then I lean on it and it feels amazing. Instant relief. It is very calming and soothing too. I recommend this product to anyone and everyone for every day use. I also use the turtle for neck pain when needed.

Kimberly Dawn Havens























I have two Pranamat sets, and every other form that this website has/does offer(ed) and if that doesn't tell you how much I love this product, then nothing will. It helps with everything, from my migraines to tight back muscles and sore feet. I love it!

S. Green























My pranamat is LITERALLY the only thing that eradicates my fibro pain. Literally within a couple of minutes of using it the pain just dissolves. It is so relaxing, it’s like all the tension just leaves my body. Best nights sleep too!

Lucy Whigham























In the evening, lying in the armchair, the mat is against my back. I like having thin T-shirt on - that way the massage doesn't feel too painful, while the back gets pleasantly warm. After using the mat almost every evening, the back pain has practically disappeared. I definitely recommend trying it!

Katrin Pebsen-Zachrau























Love love love my Pranamat! Definitely recommend!

Jody Thomas O'Brien























I admit, I was skeptical at first. However, I had so much neck pain from grinding my teeth. I was willing to try anything. I’ve been using this pretty much every evening for the past six months and I no longer grind my teeth. My neck pain is now gone, and I have a much better nights sleep. Also used the small heart under a sprained knees while sitting and it made a huge difference in the pain I had been feeling while sitting. I am no longer skeptical!

Lea Near























The Pranamat set is amazing. This is the best investment I have made in myself in a while. Thanks to a couple car accidents about 10yrs ago I go to the chiropractor monthly. However, this set has given me a lot of pain relief the day my set was delivered I removed everything from the box to try it right away. I keep the piece that is shown for your feet to use for my back when driving everyday. I am a much happier person after using this product!!

AJ























READ MORE
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High quality standards

The STANDARD 100 certificate independently awarded by OEKO-TEX® guarantees that Pranamat ECO is free from harmful substances and safe for intensive skin contact.

sustainability promise













Natural dyes and fillers

We always choose materials that are 100% safe — both for your body and for the environment.
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PATENTED DESIGN

This high-performance massage element, in the form of the lotus, has a unique shape that deeply stimulates the skin without hurting it.
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Welding attachment technology

No toxic glue is used in the production — the lotuses are securely attached by employing thermal pressing technology.
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Join the World’s #One Wellness Community

Over two million people tune in to our newsletters to get the latest on self-care, life-enhancing top tips, members-only access to limited edition items, gifts and offers. Join us today!
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+1 646 844 8672 
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Pranamat.com © 2009 - 2023. All rights reserved. 
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This website uses cookies to personalize content and ads (targeting or advertising cookies), to analyze our traffic (analytics/statistics cookies), to provide accessibility to website features (functionality cookies), and to make your shopping experience impeccable and tailored to your needs (preference cookies). By continuing to browse our website, you agree to our use of cookies.



Accept
Learn more










 
